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Cluster Synchronization in Oscillator Networks
Fitzhugh-Nagumo Neuronal Oscillator

Driving Questions
How can we equip an autonomous system (e.g., robotic
collective) with the ability to allocate responsibilities to its
individual building blocks in an efficient way?
How can we plan an appropriate path for navigation, and then
execute that plan with minimal intervention?
How can we expand the scope of nonlinear dynamics and
control theory to make progress in neurocontrol engineering?
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 Oscillators within the same cluster are identical.
 Cluster-input-Equivalence Condition.

 Sufficient Condition:

Motion Planning for Robotic Collectives
Agent Dynamics

Constant Bearing Pursuit
(Observed in Predatory Birds)
+
A Single Neighbor + Beacon

Attention Graph

Provably Convergent Algorithms
Node: Agent (real/virtual)
Link: Attention (fixed/changing)

Strategy & Control Law

A constraint on
the state space

Topological Velocity Alignment
(Observed in Starling Flocks)
+
Nearest Neighbor

Human-inspired Design for Neural Network Architecture
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Evolutionary Dynamics in Social Decision Making

Fit Error

Penalty Term

Maximum principle & Riccati equation
lead to semi-analytical or (even
analytical) solutions.
Our algorithm has a complexity of the
order of sample size.
Cross-validation provides an optimal
trade-off between goodness of fit and
smoothness.

Reconstructed trajectories of a Starling Flock

Subject to: Dynamics of the generative model
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Independent Set
Response
(Output)

Slow Time-scale
Dynamics for
Bifurcation Parameter

Co-existence of
stable limit cycles
Ultra-slow Time-scale
Dynamics for
Unfolding Parameter

Chaotic switch
between cycles
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Committed to
different strategies
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Task Structure Graph

Replicator-mutator
Dynamics
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Connectionist approach in cognitive science
presumes that limitations in multitasking
emerge from localized tasks accessing the
same representation at the same time.

Multitasking Capability

Minimize

Generative Model: A dynamical system for which the given data can
be perceived as an output (e.g. linear triple integrator, natural Frenet
frame equation).
Penalty Term: Makes the problem well-posed and ensures
smoothness of reconstruction.

Replicator-mutator dynamics provide an effective framework to
study coexistence and interaction of multiple strategies in a large
population of individuals.
Evolution is driven by a tension between replication (commitment
to strategies with better payoff) & mutation (random switch).

Mutation Rate

Given: A set of data points (e.g. measured positions in a 3D-space)
Objective: Reconstruct a smooth curve to fit these data points

Symmetry in the Payoff Structure

Control-theoretic Data Smoothing

Percent Correct (%)
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Even modest amounts of shared representation
among tasks pose serious impediments toward
multitasking capability.
Network architectures which are locally sparse are
better for multitasking.
Neural networks that can execute multiple tasks in
parallel require much longer time for training.
Provides a means to design architectures of
interconnected neural networks working in parallel.

